
Celebrating Successes and Security Excellence! 
Deepwatch, a renowned provider of advanced managed detection and response 
security, has garnered multiple industry awards, further reinforcing their position 
as a market leader. These accolades come as a result of a highly successful 
year marked by remarkable accomplishments, solidifying Deepwatch’s status in 
delivering top-notch managed detection and response services.

Cigna Healthy 
Workforce 
Designation 
2022, Silver 
Level: Deepwatch 
demonstrated a 
commitment to 
improving the health  
of its employees.

2023 Fortress Cyber 
Security Awards: 
For the second 
consecutive year, 
Deepwatch was 
awarded the 2023 
Fortress Cyber Security 
Award for the Threat 
Detection category.

Great Place to 
Work Certified: 
Deepwatch was 
certified as a “great 
place to work for their 
excellent employee 
experience.

Cybersecurity Insiders 2023 
Cybersecurity Excellence 
Awards: Deepwatch won this 
award for the Cybersecurity 
Products and Services category.

Forbes America’s Best Startup 
Employers 2023: Deepwatch was 
selected as one of the best start up 
companies in America for employer 
reputation, employee satisfaction 
and growth.

CRN 50 Most Influential Channel 
Chiefs: Lori Cornmesser, SVP of Global 
Channel Sales and Alliances was 
named one of the 50 Most Influential 
Channel Chiefs.  Lori also was named 
one of technology’s prominent leaders in 
the Power 100 awards.

SC Awards 2023: Deepwatch 
was recognized as one of 
the finalists in Best Managed 
Detection and Response 
Service category.

CyberTech 100 2023:  
Deepwatch received the CyberTech 
100 award for its creative use of 
technology for security value chain 
for financial services.

CRN Managed Service Provider 
500:  Deewatch was acknowledged  in 
the Security 100 category for 2023.



Fantastic company with 
fantastic services!
Experience is fantastic. Very responsive to 
our inquiries. I consider them an extension 
of our team instead just another vendor that 
provides reports.

Providing instant  
value add for a lean 
security team
Deepwatch has augmented our lean team 
and provided instant value add to our team, 
providing visibility where we did not have it. 

Deepwatch an MSS that 
actually cares and listens
Deepwatch has been and actually partner 
in our SOC program, they provide not only 
traditional 365/7/24 monitoring. They provide 
in-depth threat hunting and consistent 
feedback and adjust to our environment. All 
in an effort to be more efficient with the data, 
which results in better alerting.”

Great Service,  
Great Team
Deepwatch is perfect for getting a SOC 
stood up quickly and efficiently and their 
analysts feel like a part of your internal team.

Deepwatch, the team 
you want guarding your 
six in the dark alleys of 
cyberspace.
Deepwatch works tirelessly to understand 
your environment and is that security partner 
you want watching your back and night. They 
have been through the good and the bad with 
us and through our partnership our company 
has thrived and established as a global leader 
in security.
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